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Summary:

American Municipal Power Inc.; Wholesale
Electric

Credit Profile

US$93.0 mil amp fremont energy ctr proj rev bnds ser 2017A due 02/15/2029

Long Term Rating A/Stable New

American Mun Pwr Inc. (AMP Fremont Energy Center (AFEC) Proj)

Long Term Rating A/Stable Affirmed

Rationale

S&P Global Ratings has assigned its 'A' rating to American Municipal Power (AMP) Inc.’s Amp Fremont Energy Center

(AFEC) project revenue bonds, refunding series 2017A. At the same time, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'A' rating on

parity obligations outstanding. The outlook is stable.

The rating reflects the following credit factors:

• Take-or-pay power sales contracts cover a large, 86-member group of participants in the AFEC project.

• Participants must increase their payments up to a maximum of 25% above their original payment obligations to

cover the unpaid amount in the event of a participant default.

• We believe that the breadth of the participant base and the step-up provision decouples the project's credit quality

from that of individual participants. As such, we base our opinion of participant credit quality -- a key factor of joint

action ratings -- on the participant base's composite credit quality, and by examining the credit profile of the

project's leading participants. In our opinion, participant credit quality is, on balance, the medium-investment-grade

category.

• AFEC has a favorable operating profile, as low natural gas prices make it a low-cost resource within AMP's energy

mix.

• The power sales contract limits rates to what will provide 1.1x debt service coverage (DSC), which we view as

adequate.

• Liquidity at the project level is adequate, and is supplemented by credit lines at the corporate-level that are available

across all the utility's operations, which include several other generation projects.

AMP is a generation and transmission cooperative, providing electricity to 134 municipal electric utility systems in

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia; plus a joint-action agency in Delaware that

provides power to nine municipalities. The utility's members elect to participate in AMP projects to varying degrees.

Eighty-six of AMP's 135 members participate in the AFEC project. In our opinion, the large number of participants in

this project enhances the project's credit strength. Participants include the Delaware Municipal Electric Corp.

(DEMEC) and its eight participants (about 15% of project entitlement); Cleveland Public Power (13%); Danville, Va.

(8%); and Hamilton, Ohio (6%). Remaining participants have entitlements below 5%, with most at less than 1%.
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In our view, participants exhibit financial and operational profiles that, on balance, support medium-investment-grade

ratings. In our opinion, consolidated coverage of fixed costs, which include direct debt service and payments to AMP

to support debt service on all of AMP's generation projects, has been solid -- ranging from 1.3x to 1.4x, over the past

three years. Consolidated participant liquidity has also been good, measuring from 120-140 days of operating

expenses.

In evaluating the credit quality of the participants, we have also reviewed data related to the 10 participants that

account for 65% of the project (80% including the step). Leading participants exhibit the following credit

characteristics:

• Small-to-medium sized customer bases;

• Industrial and customer concentration among several participants;

• Generally below-average income levels, which can constrain rate-setting;

• Slightly above-average retail rates; and

• Generally solid coverage of fixed costs and good liquidity.

All participants set their own rates. However, Cleveland Public Power competes with other electricity suppliers, which

is highly unusual within the public power sector, and we view this as a credit weakness for the retail utility.

The remaining participants are generally smaller and as such have limited financial flexibility, and must distribute their

fixed costs across a smaller pool of megawatt-hour (MWh) sales. As such, we view them as having credit quality

somewhat below the leading members. In our opinion, since the smaller AMP participants represent very small shares

and there is very low likelihood of simultaneous default on their obligations under their power sales agreements with

AMP, we believe that the leading participants can step up if necessary while maintaining their credit quality. Among

the smaller members is Niles, Ohio (an approximately 5% share), and Galion, Ohio (less than 1%). The State of Ohio

has determined that these cities are in fiscal emergency. However, under state code, electric utility revenue in a city's

electric fund may not be transferred to cure deficits in other funds. In our view, Niles' electric system has posted solid

coverage of fixed costs and good liquidity over fiscals 2014-2016. Further, we understand that both Niles and Galion

are current on their obligations under their power sales agreements with AMP. The utility monitors the credit quality of

each member; when necessary, it has helped members strengthen their finances.

Over the past decade, AMP has diversified its power portfolio, reducing its reliance on purchased power from 75% of

energy needs to 43%. The utility's resource mix now include coal fired generation (22%), hydropower (16%), natural

gas (14%), and renewables (5%). AFEC represents AMP's lone natural gas-fired asset.

AFEC is among AMP's lowest cost resources. Effective all-in power rates were just $29 per MWh and $35 per MWh in

2015 and 2016, respectively, significantly below the average all-in rate of $62 per MWh and $68 per MWh across all

cooperative projects and power purchases. The low AFEC rates followed very low natural gas prices and high revenue

on AFEC capacity sales into the PJM market. AMP's gas hedging strategy, structured and implemented by The Energy

Authority, is based on percent targets up to 80% of expected gas volume on a 36-month rolling basis. As of Nov. 20,

2017, AMP has hedged about 24% of expected gas volume. Insofar as PJM capacity prices are down in 2017 and gas

prices have risen modestly, net effective rates for AFEC power has risen to the $46 range and is projected to rise into

the $50-$53 range over the next five years. AMP's board and the participants' committee, established under the power
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sales contract, reviews project rates at least quarterly; these rates contain a power-adjustment clause providing the

ability to adjust rates monthly for variable costs.

AFEC has generally exhibited solid operating characteristics, with low forced outage rates and availability in the

85%-90% range, although in 2016, it suffered two outages for a combined 140 days, which reduced availability to 69%.

At the project levels, rate flexibility is somewhat limited. According to the indenture covenant, AMP will charge rates

that provide at least 1.1x DSC for project debt. By S&P Global Ratings' calculation, fixed charge coverage has been in

the 1.2x range, with the calculation reflecting the inclusion of deferred revenue. Liquidity at the AFEC project was $19

million in 2016, or 42 days of operating expenses. Project liquidity is supplemented by $600 million in committed

credit lines at the AMP corporate level, available across all AMP projects. The cooperative has drawn $320 million on

its line, leaving ample capacity to meet unforeseen needs.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects S&P Global Ratings' expectation that the plant's beneficial economics and the take-or-pay

structure of the power sales contract, which includes a 25% step-up provision, will likely assure at least 1.1x DSC.

Upside scenario

Given our view of the participant base's credit quality, we do not expect to raise the rating over the next two years.

Downside scenario

We could lower our rating if participant credit quality erodes, or if DSC or liquidity declines meaningfully.

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors,

have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such criteria.

Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further information. Complete ratings information is

available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating action can be found

on the S&P Global Ratings' public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the

left column.
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